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Abstract
This paper introduces two innovative types, bob and interpret, with
the corresponding operations on them into the C programming
language. Such an extension greatly ease the representation and
manipulation of multi-formatted N-bit blocks, which have a heavy
use in a variety of domains, such as binary analysis, computer
networks and cryptography.
We use a small C-like language to formally describe the type
system after extension and prove its safety. To reduce the strict re-
quirements of the program introduced by the limitations of static
analysis, we employ a hybrid type checking which inserts runtime
checks if static analysis can not make a decision. Through experi-
ments, we see that our static analysis can make a decision most of
the times to either accept or reject the program, while our dynamic
analysis introduces reasonable overhead to the program execution.
By using the extended C programming language, we rewrite
some applications in different domains. The revised code not only
represents a clearer structure generally, but also shows a better
performance in some cases due to the optimizations we employ
during compilation.
Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.3 [Programming Lan-
guages]: Language Constructs and Features—Datatypes and struc-
tures; F.3.2 [Logics and Meanings of Programs]: Semantics of
Programming Languages—Program analysis
General Terms Languages, Performance, Veriﬁcation
Keywords N-Bit Block, Interpretation, Hybrid Type Checking
1. Introduction
Applications in a variety of domains need to manipulate blocks of
data at the bit level. In binary analysis, a great amount of work is
performed on encoding and decoding instructions. Every instruc-
tion is comprised of different ﬁelds, each of which contains several
bits. Similarly, in computer networks, a packet header for a net-
work protocol also comprises certain ﬁelds, each taking up a few
bits. As a basic functionality, packet classiﬁcation (ﬁltering) ana-
lyzes the incoming and outgoing packets, and decide their destina-
tions based on ﬁeld contents. A third example exists in cryptogra-
phy. The Rijndael algorithm (i.e., AES), a symmetric block cipher,
[Copyright notice will appear here once ’preprint’ option is removed.]
processes data blocks of 128 bits using cipher keys. Either encryp-
tion or decryption is to perform transformations (e.g., substitutions,
permutations, etc.) to different parts of one block in a sequence of
rounds.
In the previous examples, an instruction, a packet header or a
cipher block can all be abstracted to a single concept: an N-bit
block. Generally speaking, an N-bit block has the following four
characteristics.
1. EachN-bit block iscontinuously allocated inthe memory, with-
out any holes in the middle.
2. Though an N-bit block can be variable-sized, it has an upper
limit which is a multiple of 8 bits (i.e., a byte). For an example,
AVR is a variable-length instruction set architecture (ISA), but
its longest instruction contains 4 bytes. Similarly, the length of
an IPv4 packet header is limited to 60 bytes and a cipher block
of AES is always of 16 bytes.
3. As discussed, each N-bit block is partitioned into several ﬁelds,
each taking up a few bits (not necessarily continuous). Such
a partition is deﬁned as a format for an N-bit block. In the
program, each ﬁeld may be accessed separately.
4. Each N-bit block can have multiple formats and the exact for-
mat of an instance of the block may change during runtime.
The second half of this claim actually includes two different
cases. First, each instance of the block has exactly one format
which, however, depends on its content. For examples, the AVR
ISA provides several instruction formats for different kinds of
instructions (e.g., conditional branches, jumps, etc.) and the
”IHL” ﬁeld of an IPv4 packet header decides the length of the
”options” ﬁeld.Second, the format of each instance of theblock
ischanged ”manually” by the program algorithm. As during the
transformation of an AES cipher block, it can be formatted to
be 16 bytes for substitution or formatted to be 4 4-byte-long
words for row shifting.
Current general-purpose languages are inadequate to represent
and manipulate multi-formatted N-bit blocks. C aggregate types
(i.e., structs with bit ﬁelds and unions) can not work appropriately
for several reasons. First, C structs are not guaranteed to be allo-
cated in the memory when ﬁelds cross word boundaries. Second,
C bit ﬁelds require each ﬁeld to take up continuous bits. Third, C
union can not represent a complex combination of formats and has
no way to guarantee that the interpretation of a union is chosen in
accordance with the value of a discriminating ﬁeld. As a result, bit
shifting and masking are heavily used in C instead of aggregate
types to deal with multi-formatted N-bit blocks, which is, unfor-
tunately, very error-prone. Languages like ML have a strong type
system to represent multiple formats of an N-bit block, but lack
the ability to change the format of a particular instance at runtime.
Objected-oriented languages (e.g., C++, Java, etc.) can mimic an
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shaling between such distant types would be prohibitively expen-
sive.
Some domain-speciﬁc languages are also invented to overcome
the difﬁculty of representing and manipulating multi-formatted N-
bit blocks [2, 5, 4]. However, they are usually restricted to certain
applications, lacking the ability to address a broader range of prob-
lems.
In this paper, we introduce two innovative types, bob and in-
terpret, with the corresponding operations on them into the C pro-
gramming language. Type bob mainly represents a continuously al-
locatedblock ofbitsand typeinterpretrepresentsthecorresponding
format. Since an N-bit block can have multiple formats, one type
bob can have multiple corresponding type interprets. As a result,
we also introduce a statement to explicitly assign a type interpret to
a type bob. In order to make sure that operations to an instance of
the block matches its current format, we design a type system and
prove its safety. To reduce the strict requirements of the program
introduced by the limitations of static analysis, we employ a hybrid
type checking which inserts runtime checks if static analysis can
not make a decision. Through experiments, we see that our static
analysis can make a decision most of the times to either accept or
reject the program, while our dynamic analysis introduces reason-
able overhead to the program execution. By using the extended C
programming language, we rewrite some applications in different
domains. The revised code not only represents a clearer structure
generally, but also shows a better performance in some cases due
to the optimizations we employ during compilation.
This paper makes the following contributions:
• We introduce two innovative types, bob and interpret, with
the corresponding operations on them into the C programming
language to represent and manipulate multi-formatted N-bit
blocks.
• We design a type system and prove its safety for the new types.
• We employ a hybrid type checking to reduce the strict require-
ments of the program introduced by the limitations of static
analysis. Through experiments, we see that our static analysis
can make a decision most of the times to either accept or reject
the program, while our dynamic analysis introduces reasonable
overhead to the program execution.
• We rewrite some applications in different domains by using the
extended C programming language. The revised code not only
represents a clearer structure generally, but also shows a better
performance in some cases due to the optimizations we employ
during compilation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes type bob and Section 3 describes type interpret. Then
in Section 4 we present a small extented C-like language, with its
type system (in Section 5), followed by the proof of type safety
(in Section 6), and the hybrid type checking algorithm (in Section
7). In Section 8 we describe the implementation details, and do the
evaluation in Section9. Lastly, a discussion of related work appears
in Section 10, and our summary and concluding remarks appear in
Section 11.
2. Type Bob
As discussed in Section 1, C aggregate types can not work appro-
priately multi-formatted N-bit blocks. Therefore, bit shifting and
masking are heavily used instead. Figure 1 shows a simple pro-
gram which decodes an AVR instruction to see whether it is a jump
or an arithmetic/logic one. As we can see, the program is full of bit
shifting and masking operations, which is rather error-prone.
1 unsigned int decode(unsigned char *in,
2 unsigned char *out,
3 unsigned int loc) {
4
5 unsigned char instr[4];
6 unsigned int is_jmp;
7 unsigned int jmp_tgt;
8 unsigned int op_main;
9 unsigned int len;
10
11 memcpy(instr, in + loc, 4);
12 is_jmp =
13 ((unsigned int)(instr[0] & 0xFE) << 2) |
14 ((unsigned int)(instr[1] & 0x0E) >> 1)
15 if(is_jmp == 0x256){
16 len = 4;
17 jmp_tgt =
18 ((unsigned int)(instr[0] & 0x01) << 24) |
19 ((unsigned int)(insn[1] & 0x01) << 16) |
20 ((unsigned int)(insn[1] & 0xF0) << 13) |
21 ((unsigned int)(insn[2]) << 8) |
22 ((unsigned int)(insn[3]));
23 printf("Jmp, jmp_tgt = %x", jmp_tgt);
24 }
25 else {
26 len = 2;
27 op_main =
28 ((unsigned int)(instr[0] & 0x0C) >> 2) |
29 ((unsigned int)(instr[0] & 0x0C) >> 2);
30 printf("Arith or Logic, op_main = %x",
31 op_main);
32 }
33 memcpy(out + loc, instr, len);
34 return loc + len;
35
36 }
Figure 1. A program decoding AVR instructions.
Figure 2 shows the revised program by using type bob. As we
can see, the structure is much clearer and easy to follow. Type
bob looks very similar to a combination of C struct and C union,
with the following four differences. First, type bob is continuously
allocated in thememory. Second, type bob supports ﬁeldstaking up
uncontinuous bits. Third, type bob supports very complex multiple
formats. Fields in the friend group are for the same format and
ﬁelds in the enemy group are for the different formats. There is
also a limit group which puts restrictions on a particular format.
Four, arbitrary part of type bob can be copied on a byte basis by
using the two newly introduced statements.
Though type bob have these advantages, it still can not satisfy
our requirements. First, when the number of formats increase, type
bob becomes messy. Second, there is no explicit sign in the appli-
cation algorithm to show the change of format of each instance of
the block. By refering to the friend, enemy and limit groups, we
can only get approximations, making the program error-prone.
3. Type Interpret
Because of the limitations of type bob, we introduce another new
type: interpret. Type interpret basically deﬁnes a format for a par-
ticular type bob. Figure 3 shows the revised program by using type
interpret. As we can see, type bob no longer needs to contain mul-
tiple formats, each of which is represented by a type interpret. As a
result, no friend and enemy groups are needed. Via a newly intro-
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2 unsigned int is_jmp : [0 : 6, 12 : 14];
3 unsigned int jmp_tgt : [7 : 11, 15 : 31];
4 unsigned int op_main : [0 : 5];
5 unsigned int src_reg : [6, 12 : 15];
6 unsigned int tgt_reg : [7 : 11];
7 } where {
8 friend: src_reg, tgt_reg;
9 enemy: jmp_tgt, op_main;
10 limit: jmp_tgt >= 0x10000;
11 }
12
13 unsigned int decode(unsigned char *in,
14 unsigned char *out,
15 unsigned int loc) {
16
17 bob avr_isa instr;
18 unsigned int len;
19
20 do instr {0 : 3} <- in + loc;
21 if(instr.is_jmp == 0x256) {
22 len = 4;
23 printf("Jmp, jmp_tgt = %x", instr.jmp_tgt);
24 }
25 else {
26 len = 2;
27 printf("Arith or Logic,
28 op_main = %x", instr.op_main);
29 }
30 do instr {0 : len} -> out + loc;
31 return loc + len;
32
33 }
Figure 2. The program from Figure 1, translated to use type bob.
duced statement, the application algorithm can explicitly deﬁne the
change of formats for each instance of the block.
4. A Small C-Like Language with Extensions
To simplify the presentation of the key ideas behind our approach,
we describe it formally for a small C-like language with a reduced
version of the extensions described in the previous sections.
Figure 4 presents the syntax of types, expressions and com-
mands for thelanguage used to formalizeour approach. At thelevel
of types we have retained only the integers (both signed and un-
signed). The type of bit[n] mainly represents the length of each
ﬁeld, which is not visible globally. Finally, we have a record type,
which is used to mimic both type bob and type interpret. A record
type is allocated continuously and has several ﬁelds, each contain-
ing a few bits. The sum of the lengths of all ﬁelds is less than or
equal to the length of the whole record.
Among expressions we have identities, integer literals and an
assortment of binary integer operations, such as the arithmetic and
relational operations, written generally as op. One thing should be
noted is that a record can never be accessed as a whole – only its
ﬁelds can be operated on.
The category of commands is greatly simpliﬁed. There are two
notable form of commands: one is variable assignment and the
other one is variable retyping. The retyping command is only valid
for a record, which mimics the behavior of assigning an interpret to
a bob. The joint points after the non-deterministic conditional and
loop model arbitrary control ﬂow. This draconian simpliﬁcation
1 bob avr_isa 4 {
2 unsigned int is_jmp : [0 : 6, 12 : 14];
3 }
4
5 interpret avr_jmp for avr_isa {
6 unsigned int jmp_tgt : [7 : 11, 15 : 31];
7 } where {
8 limit: jmp_tgt >= 0x10000;
9 }
10
11 interpret avr_arith_logic for avr_isa {
12 unsigned int op_main : [0 : 5];
13 unsigned int src_reg : [6, 12 : 15];
14 unsigned int tgt_reg : [7 : 11];
15 }
16
17 unsigned int decode(unsigned char *in,
18 unsigned char *out,
19 unsigned int loc) {
20
21 bob avr_isa instr;
22 unsigned int len;
23
24 do instr {0 : 3} <- in + loc;
25 if(instr.is_jmp == 0x256) {
26 len = 4;
27 interpret avr_jmp interprets instr;
28 printf("Jmp, jmp_tgt = %x", instr.jmp_tgt);
29 }
30 else {
31 len = 2;
32 interpret avr_arith_logic interprets instr;
33 printf("Arith or Logic,
34 op_main = %x", instr.op_main);
35 }
36 do instr {0 : len} -> out + loc;
37 return loc + len;
38
39 }
Figure 3. The program from Figure 2, translated to use type inter-
pret.
is sufﬁcient for modeling our approach along all paths, including
gotos.
5. The Type System
In this section we describe the type system for the language intro-
duced in the previous section. The purpose of this type system is
to keep track of accesses to record ﬁelds, in order to ensure that at
each program point, a record is used in accordance with its current
format.
The type system is expressed by means of the following two
judgments:
Expression typing: Γ ⊢ e
′′′ : τ
′
Γ ⊢ e
′ : Set(τ
′′′)
Command typing: Γ ⊢ c ⇒ Γ
′
In these judgments, Γ denotes a typing environment mapping
variable names to types (i.e., integer) or to sets of types (i.e.,
record). Since we do not have declarations in our language, the typ-
3 2006/11/30Expressions:
Γ(x) = τ
′
Γ ⊢ x : τ′ [E-BASEX]
Γ(y) = Set(τ
′′′)
Γ ⊢ y : Set(τ′′′)
[E-BASEY]
Γ ⊢ m : int
[E-INT]
Γ ⊢ n : uint
[E-UINT]
Γ ⊢ e
′′′
1 : τ
′ Γ ⊢ e
′′′
2 : τ
′
Γ ⊢ e′′′
1 op e′′′
2 : τ′ [E-OP]
Γ ⊢ e
′ : Set(τ
′′′) Set(τ
′′′) = {τ
′′′
1 } ∃ Li ∈ τ
′′′
1 , ∋ L = Li : (τ
′
i, τ
′′
i )
Γ ⊢ e′.L : τ′
i
[E-MEMBER]
Commands:
Γ ⊢ skip ⇒ Γ′ [C-SKIP]
Γ ⊢ c1 ⇒ Γ
′ Γ
′ ⊢ c2 ⇒ Γ
′′
Γ ⊢ c1 ; c2 ⇒ Γ′′ [C-SEQ]
Γ
Best   Γ
′   Γ
Worst
Γ ⊢ if ∗ then c1 else c2 ⇒ Γ′ [C-IF]
Γ
Best   Γ
′   Γ
Worst
Γ ⊢ while ∗ do c ⇒ Γ′ [C-WHILE]
Γ ⊢ e
′′ : τ
′ Γ ⊢ e
′′′ : τ
′
Γ ⊢ e′′ := e′′′ ⇒ Γ
[C-ASSIGN]
Γ ⊢ e
′ : τ
′′′
2 Len(τ
′′′
1 ) = Len(τ
′′′
2 )
Γ ⊢ e′ ← τ′′′
1 ⇒ Replace(Γ, e′  → τ′′′
1 )
[C-RETYPE]
Figure 5. The type system.
Types:
τ ::= τ
′ | τ
′′ | τ
′′′
τ
′ ::= int | uint
τ
′′ ::= bit[n]
τ
′′′ ::= {L1 : τ
′
1 × τ
′′
1 , ..., Ln1 : τ
′
n1 × τ
′′
n1}n2
where len(τ
′′) = len(bit[n]) = n and
n1 X
i=1
len(τ
′′
i ) ≤ n2
Expressions:
e ::= e
′ | e
′′ | e
′′′
e
′ ::= y
e
′′ ::= x | e
′.L
e
′′′ ::= e
′′ | m | n | e
′′′
1 op e
′′′
2
Commands:
c ::= skip | c1 ; c2 | if ∗ then c1 else c2
| while ∗ do c | e
′′ := e
′′′ | e
′ ← τ
′′′
Figure 4. The syntax of a small C-like language with extensions.
ing environment is assumed to be provided externally. The deriva-
tion rules for the type system are shown in Figure 5.
Among alltherules, rule[E-MEMBER]iswhere wecheck each
access to a record ﬁeld. Only if the record has exact one type which
also matches with the ﬁeld, the access is permitted. The Replace()
function in rule [C-RETYPE] removes the old type from a record
and assigns a new one to it.
One important thing should be noted is that the Γ
Perfect in rule
[C-IF] and rule [C-WHILE] denotes the exact typing environment
at that program point, which is statically undecidable.
6. Type Safety
Based on the type system described in Section 5, we formalize and
outline a proof of the resulting safety gurantees we can obtain in
this section.
In this type system, a command can update the typing environ-
ment. As a result, besides the normal requirements for type safety,
we should ensure that the typing environment is always updated
correctly. Therefore, we educe the following three theorems.
Theorem 1 (Type preservation)
If Γ ⊢ e
′′′
1 : τ and e
′′′
1 → e
′′′
2 then Γ ⊢ e
′′′
2 : τ
Theorem 2 (Progress)
If Γ ⊢ e
′′′
1 : τ and e
′′′
1 is not a value then ∃ e
′′′
2 , ∋ e
′′′
1 → e
′′′
2
Theorem 3 (Typing environment preservation)
If Γ ⊢ c ⇒ Γ
′ then Γ
Best   Γ
′   Γ
Worst
The proofs of these theorems are fairly straightforward induc-
tions on the structure of the typing derivations.
7. Hybrid Type Checking
As discribed in Section 5, the Γ
Perfect rule [C-IF] and rule [C-
WHILE]is statically undecidable. In order to make the type system
statically checked, we should impose more restrictions to the pro-
grams which are not necessarily. Figure 6 shows the revised rule
[C-IF] and rule [C-WHILE]. The Replace() function simply com-
bines the different types of a record.
In order to reduce the strict requirements of the program intro-
duced by the limitations of static analysis, we need an algorithm
which generates an accurate Γ
′ (the one used in Figure 6 is very
inaccurate). We use a path-sensitive, context-sensitive symbolic ex-
ecution together with automatic theorem proving to do the genera-
tion. The algorithm is called GenGamma().
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Γ ⊢ c1 ⇒ Γ
′ Γ ⊢ c2 ⇒ Γ
′′
Γ ⊢ if ∗ then c1 else c2 ⇒ Combine(Γ′, Γ′′)
[C-IF]
Γ ⊢ c ⇒ Γ
′
Γ ⊢ while ∗ do c ⇒ Combine(Γ, Γ′)
[C-WHILE]
Figure 6. The naive type system which can be statically checked.
Expressions:
Γ ⊢ e
′ : Set(τ
′′′) Set(τ
′′′) = {τ
′′′
1 } ∃ Li ∈ τ
′′′
1 , ∋ L = Li : (τ
′
i, τ
′′
i )
Γ ⊢ e′.L : τ′
i
[E-MEMBER]
Commands:
Γ
′ = GenGamma() Γ
Best   Γ
′   Γ
Worst
Γ ⊢ if ∗ then c1 else c2 ⇒ Γ′ [C-IF]
Γ
′ = GenGamma() Γ
best   Γ
′   Γ
Worst
Γ ⊢ while ∗ do c ⇒ Γ′ [C-WHILE]
Figure 7. The strict type system with GenGamma().
Expressions:
Γ ⊢ e
′ : Set(τ
′′′) ∃ τ
′′′
1 ∈ Set(τ
′′′), ∃ Li ∈ τ
′′′
1 , ∋ L = Li : (τ
′
i, τ
′′
i )
Γ ⊢ e′.L : τ′
i
[E-MEMBER]
Commands:
Γ
′ = GenGamma() Γ
Best   Γ
′   Γ
Worst
Γ ⊢ if ∗ then c1 else c2 ⇒ Γ′ [C-IF]
Γ
′ = GenGamma() Γ
Best   Γ
′   Γ
Worst
Γ ⊢ while ∗ do c ⇒ Γ′ [C-WHILE]
Figure 8. The relaxed type system with GenGamma().
We use the hybrid type checking [1] to further relax the restric-
tions due to static analysis. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show two revised
type systemswhich canbe staticallychecked. For theprograms that
pass the strict type checking, weaccept them. For the programs that
fail the relaxed type checking, we reject them. For those programs
in the middle (i.e., passing the relaxed type checking but fails the
strict one), we do not know whether they are really bad ones or
just because of the inaccuracy of our static analysis. Therefore, we
still accept these programs, but insert dynamic checks at runtime to
prohibit any type violations.
We use the operational semantics to show how we insert dy-
namic checks at runtime. The two judgments are shown as follows.
Σ is a mapping from a varibale to its current value, while T is a
mapping from a variable to its current type.
Expression judgement: Σ, T ⊢ e ⇓ v (v ::= m | n)
Command judgement: Σ, T ⊢ c ⇓ Σ
′, T
′
Among all the rules, rule [E-CHECKM], rule [E-CHECKN],
rule [C-CHECKM] and rule [C-CHECKN] check the type of a
record for each access to its record. Rule [C-RETYPE] updates T
by removing the old mapping and adding the new one.
8. Implementation
We modify the CIL [3] library to add the two new types and the
corresponding statements. The whole program is then statically
checked and translated to C. Each bob is translated to an array of
unsigned char and a pointer to it is translated to a pointer to an
unsigned char. Each interpret is not translated into visible code,
only the information is maintained for static checking. Each access
to a bob’s ﬁeld is translated to a sequence of bit shifting and
masking operations of the translated array. We have also tried to
combine several acesses into a single word implementation, which
is an optimization for performance.
9. Evaluation
Currently we can only run small programs correctly. However, it
still seems that the revised code shows a clearer structure and at
least the same performace. On these small programs, very few
(typically zero or one) runtime checks need to be added, while
others are solved by the static analysis.
10. Related Work
Some domain-speciﬁc languages are also invented to overcome the
difﬁculty of representing and manipulating multi-formatted N-bit
blocks [2, 5, 4]. However, they are usually restricted to certain ap-
plications, lacking the ability to address a broader range of prob-
lems.
Hybrid type checking [1] is a technique which enforces precise
interface speciﬁcations via static analysis where possible, but also
via dynamic analysis where necessary.
11. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce two innovative types, bob and interpret,
withthe corresponding operations on them into the C programming
language. We also design a type system with the new types and
prove its safety. To reduce the strict requirements of the program
introduced by the limitations of static analysis, we employ a hybrid
type checking which inserts runtime checks if static analysis can
not make a decision. Through experiments, we see that our static
analysis can make a decision most of the times to either accept or
5 2006/11/30Expressions:
Σ, T ⊢ m ⇓ m
[E-BASEM]
Σ, T ⊢ n ⇓ n
[E-BASEN]
Σ(x) = v
Σ, T ⊢ x ⇓ v
[E-VAL]
Σ, T ⊢ e
′′′
1 ⇓ v1 Σ, T ⊢ e
′′′
2 ⇓ v2
Σ, T ⊢ e′′′
1 op e′′′
2 ⇓ v1 op v2
[E-OP]
Σ(e
′.L) = m T(e
′) = τ
′′′, ∃ Li ∈ τ
′′′, ∋ L = Li : (int, τ
′′
i )
Σ, T ⊢ e′.L ⇓ m
[E-CHECKM]
Σ(e
′.L) = n T(e
′) = τ
′′′, ∃ Li ∈ τ
′′′, ∋ L = Li : (uint, τ
′′
i )
Σ, T ⊢ e′.L ⇓ n
[E-CHECKN]
Commands:
Σ, T ⊢ skip ⇓ Σ, T
[C-SKIP]
Σ, T ⊢ c1 ⇓ Σ
′, T
′ Σ, T
′ ⊢ c2 ⇓ Σ
′′, T
′′
Σ, T ⊢ c1 ; c2 ⇓ Σ′′, T ′′ [C-SEQ]
Σ, T ⊢ c1 ⇓ Σ
′, T
′
Σ, T ⊢ if ∗ then c1 else c2 ⇓ Σ′, T ′ [C-IFTHEN]
Σ, T ⊢ c2 ⇓ Σ
′, T
′
Σ, T ⊢ if ∗ then c1 else c2 ⇓ Σ′, T ′ [C-IFELSE]
Σ, T ⊢ while ∗ do c ⇓ Σ, T
[C-NONE]
Σ, T ⊢ c ; while ∗ do c ⇓ Σ
′, T
′
Σ, T ⊢ while ∗ do c ⇓ Σ′, T ′ [C-SOME]
Σ, T ⊢ e
′′′ ⇓ v
Σ, T ⊢ x := e′′′ ⇓ Σ[x := v], T
[C-ASSIGN]
Σ, T ⊢ e
′′′ ⇓ m T(e
′) = τ
′′′, ∃ Li ∈ τ
′′′, ∋ L = Li : (int, τ
′′
i )
Σ, T ⊢ e′.L := e′′′ ⇓ Σ[e′.L := m], T
[C-CHECKM]
Σ, T ⊢ e
′′′ ⇓ n T(e
′) = τ
′′′, ∃ Li ∈ τ
′′′, ∋ L = Li : (uint, τ
′′
i )
Σ, T ⊢ e′.L := e′′′ ⇓ Σ[e′.L := n], T
[C-CHECKN]
Σ, T ⊢ e′ ← τ′′′ ⇓ Σ, T[e
′  → τ
′′′]
[C-RETYPE]
Figure 9. The operational semantics. The boxed premises are the runtime checks.
reject the program, while our dynamic analysis introduces reason-
able overhead to the program execution. By using the extended C
programming language, we rewrite some applications in different
domains. The revised code not only represents a clearer structure
generally, but also shows a better performance in some cases due
to the optimizations we employ during compilation.
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